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President’s Message
John Ellingwood

Happy 2015 Everyone! Hope everyone had a great Christmas and is rested from digging out of the recent storms we have had. I was actually planning on one more ride
in the KW but Mother Nature put that idea on hold for a while. Just as well, with the
temperatures we’ve had I’d just be risking a breakdown or frostbite on the legs trying to stay warm. If you haven’t dropped some additive in your fuel tanks for the
winter it might not hurt. I like either Power Service or Howe’s for a diesel engine.
Maybe it doesn’t do a thing but it is cheap peace of mind.
Your board of directors and a few guests met on Jan 18 at my winter home on
Higgins Beach in Scarborough. We discussed the upcoming year’s events and finances and I would like to share some of the details with you before our Annual Membership meeting at Owls Head on March 8.
The calendar of PTC events is pretty well figured out at this point. We hope to make
some stops where we have never been while hitting a couple favorites. The lunch
cruises are a popular activity and we will continue those as a filler in between other
events. With the 2015 Convention happening on May 28-30th in York, PA and a lot of
our membership making plans on being there, we decided to cancel the idea of a
Spring Tour. Have no fear though there is plenty on the calendar this year to keep us
all busy. We have resurrected the Aroostook County Tour plans for a late September
timeframe. Bob Stackpole will be heading up this event. Due to the distance and time
that a tour like this deserves we will shoot for a 3 day plan. If you have any suggestions or comments on the trip please let us know. If you’re planning ahead for vacation time, the Owls Head Truck, Tractor and Commercial Vehicle Meet will be on
July 18th and 19th.
Last year we made a change to our donations. This seems to be mostly well received
and the board recommends the following donations to continue for 2015:
$150 each to Owls Head Transportation Museum, Cole Land Transportation Museum,
The Bickford Collection and Camp Sunshine.
$200 in reserve to be drawn from at the boards discretion for Tour stops or gathering
locations which are worthy of donating to.
This will be voted on by the membership at the Annual Membership meeting at the
Owls Head Transportation Museum.
Also to be voted on, will be the slate of Officers and Directors. All of the current
board members have expressed a willingness to continue serving, however if you
would like to be considered for a position or would like to nominate someone please
let me know. As usual we will always take nominations from the floor at the meeting.
I hope to see you at Owls Head on March 8th.

John

Annual Membership Business Meeting
Potluck Luncheon

Sunday March 8th
117 Museum Street
Owls Head, Maine 04854

Lunch served at 11:00 immediately followed by the meeting
Toby Stinson will highlight the museums “Faster” exhibit before lunch

Owls Head Truck Show Started in 1984
By Bill Semple

The New England Chapter of ATHS started in 1981. At
the closing of the Boston Museum of Transportation
(Larz Anderson Museum) I met Charlie Chiarchiaro.
He suggested I have a truck show at The Owls Head
Museum in Rockland, Maine. We made it a three day
event. Friday was the travel day. Then Friday night
there would be a lobster feast at the Black Pearl Restaurant in Downtown Rockland Harbor. Saturday was
tour day, walking around and looking at everyone’s
vehicles on display and sharing photos and stories.
Then Saturday night would be the clambake night. We
would rent a huge tent down by the water (behind the
hotel) for our clambake. One year we had the clambake
at Marshall Point Lighthouse at Port Clyde Harbor,
which was a lot of fun and something different. If you

brought an antique truck for the weekend, you
received a free clambake dinner. On Sunday morning
we would have the big truck parade from the hotel to
The Owls Head Museum. A police escort taking all the
trucks thru the back streets of Owls Head. Then spending the final day at The Owls Head Museum. The event
then became the 3rd or 4th weekend in June every year.
For many years we had great weekends in Owls Head
Maine. In 1989 the Pine Chapter was started with many
of our New England members joining the new chapter.
George Humphrey, Lars Ohman, Irv Bickford and
George Sprowl were the leaders of the new Maine
Chapter. The chapter has carried on a great relationship with the Owls Head Museum and the museum
has always been helpful and good to us.

A Tip on How to get More Enjoyment from the Shop Manual
If you want to get the pictures in color (and much more sharp and clear) we can email the
SHOP MANUAL to you. Send me your email address and I’ll take care of it. It will save
the Chapter a fair amount of money over the year if you were to forego your mailed printed copy and just get the electronic version. We can send it to you both ways if you like.
Another tip: you can go to the web site where Charlie posts every issue of the Pine Tree
Chapter’s Newsletter, also in vivid color.
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Walter Snow Fighters and What it Took to Keep Them Going
Jon Doyle

As many of you know, I collect older snowplows,
including Walter Snow Fighters, Oshkosh’s, FWD’s,
Ford Marmon-Herrington’s, Coleman Internationals,
Autocar four-wheel drives, along with the occasional
Freightliner, conventional Autocars, and an occasional
International fire truck. As I was sorting through some
papers the other day I ran across a copy I had made of
the original garage card kept by the State Highway
Commission for a former State plow truck – a 1951
Walter AGBS. Interestingly enough, this winter I am
completing the restoring on a 1946 Walter. They both
had Waukesha engines, Model 145 GK, which was a
very strong powerful gasoline engine – one of the best
of the time, but which had its frailties as well. They
were about 800 cubic inches more or less, had lots of
torque, but not tons of horse power. One can still get
parts for them today.
The garage card is a chronological record of what
was done to this particular truck. It had 1200/24 tires,
giving you some idea of its heft, and airbrakes and
Vickers hydraulic steering. The truck was delivered to
Caribou, Maine in 11/2/50. I don’t have the complete
garage card, but I have from 1954 through 1967. At
that point, it got purchased by a fellow in Belgrade
who used it to plow with for years and then I bought it.
In the period of 1954 through 1967 the truck had about
a total of 39,000 miles on it. Here’s what happened.
New clutches were installed five times; at 13,957
miles they put in a new piston and sleeve assembly
and started on a journey of repairing the rear differential. That piston and sleeve assembly needed replacement about 4,000 miles later, so here we are at 16,000
miles having done the piston and sleeve twice. The
radiator was repaired three times (They tend to twist
in the plowing exercise.) and that occurred three times.
The clutch assembly got replaced for the fourth and
last time at about 30,000 miles. I know it was replaced
shortly after its last season, which was in 1968 or so,
because I have a copy of the bill for it. I would say,
after I bought it and put a clutch in it for the sixth time,
it didn’t have more than 40,000 total miles on it. The
clutches took a beating and they were super heavy
duty Lipe Rollway clutches. The rear differential
assembly, somebody finally discovered after they
replaced it four times, had been improperly assembled
at the factory. Apparently, they replicated its installation three or four times, in the wrong way. The repair
on the differential assembly just before the last one
only lasted about 1,000 miles and the repair for the differentials cost about $3,150.00 at the basis of the State’s
charges and costs.
These trucks were used hard in difficult conditions,
none more difficult than in Northern Aroostook County and none colder my thoughts would be for the drivers because the fiend who designed the Walter seat - it
was a bench seat, and I swear it was designed by a
Presbyterian minister who used a pew as his model –
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was about as uncomfortable as you could get. I once
asked the now deceased road commissioner of
Lincolnville, Paul Thomas, who was a wonderful guy,
how long he had ever plowed with a Walter and he
said 76 hours. He was pretty tired when he got home,
so he had a nap. The drivers were durable. It was
rumored, at least according to Paul, that Popov was a
popular accessory in the Walters.
I think it’s an interesting suggestion on the difficulties in the old days for men and machines when we
had to handle such difficult problems with machinery
that, as good as it was, took lots of attention, because
that garage card has many entries for tune-ups, tightening various items, installing pinions, universal joints
and shafts. Remember, the Walter is driven by what
we call jack shafts which are no larger than an inch in
diameter operating from a center mounted differential
and running through an open shaft. The seals for the
wheels of the Walters which were driven by a small
pinion running off the outer end of that jack shaft into
a big enormous bull gear were felt. They were about
an inch in cross-section and about 2 ? - 3 feet in diameter. I’ve got a set. International used felt shields for
years and surprisingly they did a pretty good job. You
can still find them on big ships along with some other
older approaches to bearing and sealing surfaces.
Think of today with computer controlled sanders,
various radios, GPS’s, and all manner of accoutrements
in the cab. In the Walters or any other truck of the era,
including Oshkosh’s and FWD’s and the Ford
Marmon-Herrington which seemed to live longer than
they should have, heaters were nothing special,
because usually the heaters didn’t work, but there was
plenty of heat radiating from the drivetrain or the
transmission. By the way, the Walter transmission, six
speeds ahead and two in reverse, high and low, was
adjustable for lash by way of adjusting set screws at
the rear of the transmission. Try that on your 15
speeds.

Walter Motor truck Company
Suspended Double Reduction Drive

Model ACUS

320 H.P. Diesel

GVW:42,000 ibs
Tires:14.00-24 Single
Displacement:743 cu. in.
Torque:865 Ft. Lbs.
Wheelbase:138 In

Model AFBD

250 H.P. V-8

GVW:36,000 ibs
Tires:12.00-24 Single
Displacement:534 cu. in.
Torque:492 Ft. Lbs.
Wheelbase:126 In

Model AGBS

240 H.P.

GVW:36,000 ibs
Tires:10.00-20 Dual
Displacement:779 cu. in.
Torque:595 Ft. Lbs.
Wheelbase:138 In

Model FFMD

185 H.P. V-8

GVW:28,000 ibs
Tires:12.00-24 Single
Displacement:401 cu. in.
Torque:350 Ft. Lbs.
Wheelbase:126 In
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all from a Walter brochure SF-49 in
my collection, probably c.1958
GKB

Driving & Steering
George Barrett
Do you think the following could happen today? Could
a sixteen year old kid by a used truck and go into the
transportation business with no working capital? How
long would he last? A year or two, more?
Toward the end of his sophomore year in high school in
1929 a farm boy spent his life’s savings of $150.00 (that’s
$2100.00 in today’s money) on a used 1922 four cylinder
Reo. He put a homemade body on it and started hauling
anything available such as firewood, lumber, baled hay
and miscellaneous country jobs.
Money was scarce, he had none and what he called his
first promotion was to open a checking account in the city
with $10.00. The then went down to the commercial section of the city to sell some baled hay that he didn’t have.
Having made the sale he than went twenty miles up in the
country beyond his school to buy a load of baled hay, writing a check without any funds to back it up. The next
morning before school he headed back to the city, backed
up to the loading dock, unloaded the hay, picked up his
payment and headed over to the bank. He slipped the
deposit under the door and headed off for school consoling himself that he had done no wrong because the funds
were there to honor the check. This procedure was carried
on for many more times as he started his new company.
Do you think he’ll make it?
Time passed on as a part time trucker and he completed
his formal education by graduating high school in 1931,
second from the lowest in his class. During his high school
years the carried wood, lumber. sawdust, cows, and furniture. A grain business was developed on the side. After
graduation he took over an express run through the four
local towns and continued the same general hauling. In
1932 a second truck was added, snowplowing, and a near
disaster because he wasn’t capable of handling the costs of
expansion so the express route was sold.
In 1935 he plunged into into furniture moving after purchasing a defunct trucking company for $100.00 a month
payments. In 1936 marriage, in June of 1939 as his wife
was delivering the first of his two children his new fancy
International with custom built van body was delivered.
In 1940 he was looking for more work and in spite of
words of caution he made the move in into hauling oil
and purchased more trucks and hired more drivers. During World War II there was an increased demand for
petroleum hauling over the highway because the railroad
was needed for the longer hauls.
But 1946 the farm boy had 21 tankers operating out of
terminals in Portland and Bangor. I’m sure by this point
some of you have figured out the farm boy is Paul E. Merrill of Cumberland, Maine who before he dies has another
thirty five years of trucking left in him. His company, Merrill Transport followed the history of the Maine economy
changing and adapting to the needs of motor transport in
northern New England. Since Merrill trucks have not been
seen much over the last thirty years I thought proper to
recall come of the activities he was involved in.
The terminal on Forest Avenue was built in 1947 and he
acquired land and built many warehouses throughout the
area of the Morrills Corner and Allen Avenue.
He was heavily involved in the lumber industry most all
his life, not only in the transportation but the mills as well
In 1952 he purchased Cook Concrete on Ocean Avenue,
sold it years later to Boston Sand and Gravel and now it
goes by the name of Dragon Cement

He hauled oil for Sprague out of Portsmouth throughout
Norther New England, Sprague name on the truck and
trailer. I can remember the Sprague trucks, red R model
Internationals delivering heavy oil to my school in
Hanover I can also remember the many time I’d be following one of those trucks waiting for the passing lane on
Route 4 heading up to Concord.
Shortly after the WMTW radio station was built on
Mount Washington he started hauling oil up there every
August. He started with 1500 gallon trucks and later used
regular highway rigs. At one time he used a four wheel
drive tractor with a 4000 gallon trailer
He had a large fleet of box trailers with Hannaford Bros
Red & White on the sides pulled by Fleet Stars
Hauled bulk materials like coal and salt as well as chemicals out of Searsport. On the other side of northern New
England in Hinsburg, Vermont he had 25 units, some
dump trailers, hauling for Hinesburg Sand and Gravel
Merrill had a large selection of lowbed trailers, I know
because I used to arrange for moving Chadwick-BaRoss’s
equipment from time to time. If you called Merrill to get
something moved that dispatcher would never say no.
Somehow you trucking problem would get solved and
you wouldn’t have to worry. Non of the trailers were new
and fancy but they always worked. We regularly requested the removable gooseneck rigs and they all had their
own power unit for running the hydraulic ram. There
were times I wondered if they were going to start but I
can’t remember a failure.
The drivers were all nice regular guys who always spoke
well of their company. Paul Merrill was always referred to
“Mr. Merrill” when he was mentioned. On more than one
occasion the driver would be a little confused with the
operation of the removable gooseneck. The reason was one
driver would go and pick up the machine, usually at our
shop, and either he or one of our mechanics knew the process. This driver would take the trailer back to the terminal
and an afternoon driver would pick it up and bring it up
to me. When I could see that things weren’t going well I’d
start to say something and then a sigh of relief would
appear on his face. He’d say something like “I’ve never
seen this trailer before, I thought I’d be hauling oil tonight.
I’ll do whatever you say.”
Merrill also had a bunch of Link-Belt truck cranes and
would bid on rigging jobs as well as the trucking. Paul
Merrill was connected, he joined associations, went to
meetings and played the part of a CEO which is exactly
what he was. Never dressed like a farm boy, always the
businessman he was not easy to sell to. We sold him many
machines over the years and he always got you down to
your lowest price but the up side was that he was honorable and kept his word, a gentlemen in every respect.
I’ve often wondered how many of the thousands of people who pay good money to be entertained in Merrill
Auditorium at Portland City Hall know who it was named
for. I don’t know the amount he gave for the renovations. I
believe Mr. Merrill was more interested in his fellow man
than himself. I think he worked a six and a half day week,
didn’t seem to live lavishly.
Back in the sixties and seventies I don’t know how many
times I heard “Merrill can keep his price down because
he’s got so many trucks if they each make a nickle a day he
makes a good living.
The follow pages have some photos of his trucks and if
you want to know more go to the library and get his book:
50 YEARS A TRUCKMAN published in 1979.
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Heres a photo of the Forest Avenue terminal that was built in 1947 but without the second story office. This portrays the five basic types
of trucking the firm was known for: covered vans, lumber. tankers, special services ( that framework next to the building is holding an
oversize load of some sort I’m sure) and the heavy haul service he purchased from Chase Transfer.

Mr Merrill stands in front of a few of his trucks, probably 1979. The crane is a new Clark Austin-Western, the heavy haul Diamond-Reo
is on the left, Fords with 6-71s and directly behind Merrill is one of the large fleet of 1978 S model Internationals, first ever new purchase
of Cummins power because his general manager was a long time Cummins manager.
There’s a picture of the Kenworth C-500 Brute on the
following page. The truck was ordered from CB
Kenworth after much discussion of how it should be
equipped. Mr. Merrill said it had to pass a test before
he would pay and take delivery. With a very heavy
load it had to stop in the steepest part of Morrison’s
Hill in West Cumberland (Route 100, 26), set the brakes,
chock it and shut it down. It was then to start the load

and haul to the top of the hill and turn around where
Copp Motors is at the blinking light. I remember when
they came to the shop in Westbrook (ChadwickBaRoss) and loaded a Link-Belt LS-5800 hydraulic hoe,
(known as an excavator now but always a hoe to me).
The machine was 11’-7” wide with a working weight of
87,000 pounds. I almost went out to watch but work
was work and I had to stay in the office.
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First Truck, 1922 Reo

The First Van Trailer

first new truck, a Diamond T cost $1034

For the Kennedy Memorial from Deer Isle

Above a new KB International, looks to be an 11,
probably1947 just after the new terminal was built. From
my collection from Sullivan Photo
Right a photo of the new KW Brute to replace the
Diamond- Reo. Photo is from a supplement to the book 50
YEARS A TRUCKMAN printed later in 1979 with pictures of the 50th anniversary party. Held at the Portland
terminal for employees families from three states were presented with prizes and awards. See more on the Brute previous page
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Let’s Stay Connected
John Ellingwood

National Convention in York Pennsylvania: Lets stay connected! Are you are planning on going to the 2015 National
Convention? I’m making a list of PTC members. Let me
know if you are going, planning on bringing a truck or if you
need a truck to fill your trailer! It might be nice to get a Pine
Tree Chapter group picture at some point during the Convention. Look forward to hearing from you, Jamie.

Anyone Lost a Tote?

If anyone lost a tote at the Fall Gathering at Wilbur
Gilpatrick’s sawmill you may pick it up at the membership
meeting on March 8th or Contact Diane Munsey at 207-7372997

What’s an Antique?
John Ellingwood

I’ve heard that countless times while perusing a show or
some photos. With hobbyists ranging in age from teenage
years to their 90’s, one’s definition of the word “antique”
will definitely vary.
You can go by the state of Maine’s DMV requirements of
“Older than 25 years”. You can have your own guidelines
such as chain drive, open cab, lack of power steering or
even pre-electronic engines. (Yes, electronic engines have
been around for over 20 years now). I guess we all have
varied interests in the different makes and models of trucks
for all sorts of reasons. Regardless of what you call it
antique or not all of these trucks are a part of history.
It’s all relative I say. The 1989 International you walked
by today is as much of an antique to a 22 year old girl as the
1952 Mack is to a 59 year old man. A 1984 Kenworth may
have been what a 42 year old guy saw rolling up and down
the road as a teenager. By the same method of comparison,
a 68 year old man might be more fond of that 1959 Mack.
Point is, It is great to see all of them. The plate may say
“antique” but maybe “historical” is more appropriate. After
all it is the American Truck Historical Society, and not the
Antique Truck Historical Society as we so often hear it mistaken. Whatever you have, show that piece of history with
pride!

Not one to waste space I put this in in the last minute. Who knows
what it is? More important who knows how it works? Give me a
call or email. It was built in Maine GKB
Always plenty to eat at any Pine Tree Chapter event. Our president hosted a meeting of officers, directors, and some members at his home at Higgins Beach. After the food we went to
work for about three hours to thoroughly discuss all the
expected activities for the year 2015. Nice ride down, slippery
ride home.
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Chapter Calendars
John Ellingwood

I know, we’re barely into 2015 but the time has come to plan
for our 2016 calendars. This time around we are going to
look within our own resources and use the help of Tom
Hudgins Photography. Tom, from Bradford has been a
member for more than a few years now and enjoys photography as a hobby. We have asked him to supply us with the
photos for the next round of Calendars which will be premiered at the Owls Head Truck Show on July 18th. We will
again be using Dale Rand Printing of Portland to print the
calendars. I am confident Tom will provide us with some
great Calendar photos.
You may email Tom at tomchristopher71@yahoo.com with
any suggestions.
We still have 2015 calendars available as well. Email John at
jellingwoodjr@yahoo.com or buy one at the membership
meeting on March 8th.

We have received a few flyers from the sale of the George Crouse collection of Carroll, Iowa. George wanted society members to have the first opportunity to purchase any of these vehicles before any sort of auction take place. There is a nice
variety of trucks and trailers available for sale. I know the location isn’t ideal for most of us here but I do think the collection is worth a look. You can contact Bill Johnson of Crouse Transportation for a full list at (712) 830-9901 or email
billj@crousetsllc.com. I also have a few copies of the sales flyer on hand that I can send via U.S. Mail or email. Contact
John at 207-590-2298 or jellingwoodjr@yahoo.com
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president John’s Kenworth

Please Remember that chapter
Dues are now being collected for
the year 2015
If you see a red mark near your address Label You Need to Pay your Dues

You can pay at the annual meeting or send Jamie a
$10.00 check
Information at the bottom of this page

President - John Ellingwood Jr. Cell (207) 590-2298; email: jellin@sacoriver.net
Vice President - Wayne Devoe Jr. 796 Main St. Waterboro, ME 04087; (207) 318-0323; email:
wdjr62@hotmail.com
Secretary - Diane Munsey, Rusty Fender Estates 785 River Road, Dresden, ME 04342; (207) 737-2997;
email: munsandi@gmail.com
Treasurer - Jamie Mason 104 Falmouth Road, Falmouth, ME 04105; (207) 949-1360; email:
haroldjmason@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor - George Barrett 2 Country Charm Rd. Cumberland, ME 04021; (207) 829-5134 cell
671-2666; email: sheepscot@gwi.net
Director Peter Mullin 200 Stanford Street, South Portland, ME; 04106 (207) 767-6080; email:
wfd44@maine.rr.com
Director Bob Stackpole RR 1 Box 2000, Cushing, ME 04563 email: stack123@roadrunner.com
Director Steve Marshall 77 Murray Road Shapleigh, ME 04076; (207) 651-7115; email:
srmcam86@gmail.com
Director Clayton Hoak 299 East Stage Road, Pittston, ME 04345; (207) 582-3224; email:
1948reo@roadrunner.com

DUES NOTICE - Membership Renewal & Update Form

Please sign me up for another years worth of membership in the Pine Tree Chapter, ATHS.
Membership in the American Truck Historical Society is required.

Name

Date

Street

Phone

City

E-Mail

State
Zip
Pine Tree Chapter Dues of $10.00 run from January to December.
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)

Mail to: Pine Tree Chapter ATHS
C/O Jamie Mason
104 Falmouth Road
Falmouth, Maine 04105

Classified Ads
For Sale: 1951 Ford F-7 Rack Body truck. No Rust, 17,379 indicated miles. 6 new tires. Excellent condition. $11,000; 1924 Graham Brothers Ice Cream delivery truck. $25,000 Pictures available on the Owls
Head Transportation Museum Barn Fresh Website. Call Toby at 594-4418 for more information.
For Sale: 1962 Autocar 3 Axle tractor, Model DCV72 Integral Sleeper 903 Cummins(not running)
Short nose model, Have title 603-463-5736 - Charlie
For Sale: 8’ long wrecker body in good condition. 3/8" steel plate construction. No hoist. I have pictures too. 949-1360 call or text. $550 OBO Falmouth
Wanted: Spicer auxiliary transmissions- 8031 or 8341 but interested in whatever you might have
laying around. Contact Evan Grass in Mars Hill at (207) 227-3568
For Sale: 1977 International Transtar II 4070B single axle (4.44 ratio), Cummins NTC 300 Magnum,
Roadranger RTO 9513, sleeper cab with rare rear window option, equipped with “Link Cab Mate” cab air ride,
recently repainted in bright red with white stripes, sharp looking nice driving truck. $15,000 contact Bill
Mullin (207) 799-0846.
For Sale: 1954/ 55 First Series Chevrolet 6800 with restorable Wayne bus body. Cowl and front end sheet
metal rough; running gear unknown. Former L.F. Martin school bus used in North Raymond. Truck is in New
Gloucester. Owner asking scrap value for vehicle. Would prefer it not be scrapped. Contact C Hoak (207-5227088) for pictures. Contact Eric Dacy at 207-926-3752 to view/ purchase.
For Sale: 1945 ? Chevrolet 1-? ton truck. Truck is in Windsor. Asking $3500. Call 207-549-3541for more
information.
For Sale: 1987 International 9370, 4 1/4 Caterpillar Engine, 15 speed, 76” All American Sleeper,
Aluminum Frame with all Aluminum Wheels. Original Owner, taken out of regular service in 2011.
For Sale: 1961 Autocar A-75T, 220 Cummins, 10 speed, single axle, $8500
For Sale: 1951 White WC-26, Mustang Gas Engine, 5 speed, single axle tractor $9500
For Sale: 1940? Fruehauf 26’ Stainless Single axle trailer $3500
All 3 trucks are garage kept. Contact Ernie York, Mars Hill, 207-551-8888
For Sale: 1973 Diamond Reo C-11664DF-110 (Photo see Merrill photos in this issue) Heavy Haul
Tractor. 8V71 Detroit Diesel, 5 spd main 4 spd aux, 65,000 rears. Low mileage excellent condtion
garage kept. Asking $20,000 contact Scott email sdudley@fairpoint.net.

2015 PTC Calendars $12 each Contact John @jellingwoodjr@yahoo.com or 207-590-2298

Here’s a Maine truck, Hillcrest Poultry of Camden and Union
Maine and Boston. The photo is dated March 8, 1950 making it
one of the last of the flat windshield 63” wide cabs of 1940
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Pine Tree Chapter ATHS
c/o George Barrett
2 Country Charm Rd.
Cumberland, ME 04021

